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Abstract. With the rapid and universal development of 3D laser scanner, point-sampled
geometry is becoming ubiquitous in graphics and geometric information processing. De-
formation of scanned point cloud models of plant is an attractive research issue both in
botany and computer graphics, and it is important in virtual plant modeling and simu-
lations. This paper systematically describes a physically-based deformation method for
scanned point cloud models of plants. Firstly, we present an octree-based discretization
method to divide and manage the scanned point cloud models. The constructed framework
models are composed of nodes with mass and links with elastic properties. Secondly, we
construct a constraint model for each extracted framework model by mass-spring system
and fit all values of masses and springs according to the structure, density and skeleton of
scanned models. Finally, a physically-based algorithm is used to get resolutions of mass-
spring system models and to simulate the deformation process of scanned plant models.
The experimental results show that our method is effective in virtual plant modeling and
simulations based on scanned point cloud models. Furthermore, the main contributions
and limitations are discussed in document.
Keywords: Physically-based deformation, Scanned, Point cloud, Virtual plant, Simu-
lation

1. Introduction. In recent decades, the three-dimensional laser scanning technologies
as well as scanning devices have been rapidly and universally developed. They have been
used in many fields and applications such as landscape design, industrial engineering,
architecture, medical simulation, and virtual reality [1-6]. Deformation of scanned point
cloud models of plant is an attractive research issue both in botany and computer graphics,
and it is important in virtual plant modeling and simulations. Many researchers have
carried out various methods to achieve highly precise and highly efficient modeling and
simulation based on scanned point cloud models [7-10]. Especially for plant objects, Li
and colleagues [11] proposed a new approach on sampling and surface reconstruction
of large-scale point cloud data. Livny et al. [12] proposed an approach to automatic
reconstruction of tree skeletal structures from point clouds. Wang et al. [13] presented a
data-driven method for deformation capture and modeling of general soft objects. Su et
al. [14] carried out a skeleton extraction algorithm for tree models based on point cloud
contraction using constrained Laplacian smoothing. For deformations and simulations,
Pirk et al. [15] presented a novel method (SPH) for combining developmental tree models
with turbulent wind fields.
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Although relevant works are fruitful and the previous researches have promoted the
advances of point cloud based modeling, robust and effective deformation algorithms for
scanned point cloud data are still challenging and have not been fully resolved by the
state-of-the-art graphical techniques. To tackle the aforementioned problems, in this pa-
per we explore a new physically-based deformation method of scanned plant models, where
point cloud models are divided and control by mass-spring system framework. Further-
more, a physically-based resolution and simulation approach is performed to implement
deformation process. The main flowchart is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Main flowchart of this work

2. Point Cloud Model Discretization. In this work, we select trees as examples to
introduce our approach. We acquire all our experimental data by use of a laser scanner
named ‘FARO Focus3D’ in agricultural tree garden in Beijing. Data includes point cloud
models of apple trees, pear trees and other fruit trees in their leaf fall period. To obtain
a higher precision, each tree was scanned from four perpendicular directions, and the
scanned data were integrated by common makers in scene. Figure 2 shows a typical point
cloud tree model.

(a) Real scan scenario (b) A scanned tree model

Figure 2. Point cloud scanning

A main problem in meshless volumetric simulation is processing of unstructured point
cloud data. Segmentation and discrete point cloud model is the first and crucial step for
data processing. Octree-based method is effective for segmentation and discretization of
point cloud data in three-dimensional space. In practice, we firstly calculate the largest
boundary of the whole model, and construct the initial bounding cubic box which covers
all points. And then, we compute divided sub layer cubic boxes for the model, and
the bounding boxes are organized in an octree structure. The octree subdivides the
volume of the object represented as point set surface into cubes, giving a non-overlapping
discrete representation of the domain, where efficient numerical integration schemes could
be used. The octants provide the basic unit to construct the patches and allow the efficient
determination of patch interactions. Figure 3 shows a result of octree-based discretization
of a tree’s point cloud model. Points in the model are divided into different cub boxes,
and they are respectively controlled by their bonding boxes in deformation.
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Figure 3. Point cloud models’ segmentation and discretization

3. Mass-Spring System Models. Physically-based deformation is generally driven by
physical models, and here we make use of the most popular mass spring system model to
construct our physics dynamic system. To implement physics-based modeling, a general
approach is to discretize a continuous dynamic surface into a collection of mass-points
connected by a network of springs across the nearest neighbors (and/or along both diago-
nals) in the parametric domain. The users can also add other additional springs into the
discretized surface if certain types of dynamic behavior are more desirable. The mass-
spring system is widely used because of its simplicity and the critical need of real-time
surface sculpting.

In motion, the velocity v and acceleration a of an N-linked mass are relevant to its
position P . Considering damping kd and gravity G, its acceleration a can be calculated
by all linked spring parameters and external forces, including pull or push of spring fki,
gravity fg, damping fd, external force fext and mass value m. Balance equation can be
expressed as:

N∑
i=1

fki + fd + fg + fext = ma (1)

Figure 4. Balance of mass point under forces
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For a certain mass in a physical continuous motion, both the velocity and the acceler-
ation of P can be discretized along the time axis analogously:

P̈ ≈
(
P t+∆t + P t−∆t − 2P t

)
/∆t2 (2)

Ṗ ≈
(
P t+∆t − P t−∆t

)
/2∆t (3)

where t is the deformable process time coordinate in time domain, and ∆t is the discretized
time pace. It is also equivalent to motion capture data.

Here the mass-spring model is created by the framework model of discretization. The
framework model is constructed by divided bounding boxes, where the vertices of boxes
are nodes of framework model which are considered as mass points of mass-spring system,
and edges of bounding boxes are links of framework model which are considered as springs
of mass-spring system. All values of mass are determined by density of point cloud data as
well as the topological structure of objects which could be considered as the distribution
of real mass. Values of springs are determined in an empirical and experimental way to
obtain visual-correct simulation.

4. Physically-Based Deformation. Physically-based methods are widely developed
and used in dynamic simulations for many applications, and they are able to simulate
the natural process under suitable parameters control and constraints [7]. Most of plant
objects blend rigid and flexible parts with both two kinds of deformations. In an elastic
deformable process, the model in elastic deformable process can be expressed by the posi-
tion, velocity and acceleration which are generally determined by the material properties
such as mass, damping, and stiffness distributions. By Lagrangian mechanics, a general
physics-based model can be described as:

MP̈ + DṖ + KP = f (4)

where P is the set of vertexes, Ṗ =
∂P

∂t
expresses the velocity, P̈ =

∂P

∂t2
is the acceler-

ation, M is mass matrix, D is the damping, K is the stiffness of model, and f is the
external forces in total.

In a general physics-based model, the values of material and mechanical properties are
defined over the model surface as functions respectively, which oftentimes can be simply
considered to be constant at certain time.

By means of the constructed mass-spring models, we perform the deformation process
by physically based functions. The frameworks models are deformed firstly, and then
all points of scanned models recalculate the coordinates values according to the values of
vertices of their bonding box. Here we adopt the volume coordinate algorithm to compute
the new positions of points in scanned models [16], and the corresponding position of a
point in a hexahedron after deformation is illustrated in Figure 5. The basic volume
coordinate definition can be defined as:

Li =
Vi

V
, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (5)

4∑
i=1

Li = 1 (6)

where Vi is the volume of the subdivided tetrahedron composed of given point and rele-
vant 3 points on the ith face of subdivided tetrahedron, and V is the volume of the whole
tetrahedron. The change of nodes of mass-spring mode is conducted by physical con-
straints, and then, by use of deformed cubic bounding boxes we recalculate all positions
of points in hexahedrons according to their relevant bounding boxes.
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Figure 5. Volume coordinate definition

Figure 6. Result of deformation of apple tree (up) and pear tree model (down)

5. Results. To implement the proposed deformation and simulation method, we devel-
oped a prototype system by C++ program language and OpenGL graphics library [17].
The number of points of scanned tree models is respectively about 500000. All experi-
ments were performed on a personal computer with 2.8GHz CPU and 16G Memory. Part
of deformation results are shown in Figure 6. The experimental results showed that our
physically based deformation method was effective and provided a feasible way to scanned
point cloud plant models in a simply implementation.

6. Conclusions. To sum up, we propose a new physically-based deformation method of
scanned plant models in this paper. We employ the octree-based segmentation algorithm
to discretize point cloud models of plant, and then a mass-spring-based physical modeling
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method is involved to construct the basic physical constraints in deformation process. To
get a solution of dynamic model, we make use of a physically based dynamics algorithm for
implementation of all deformation processes and simulations. The results show that our
physically-based deformation method is effective and provide a feasible way to scanned
point cloud plant models in a simply implementation. The main contribution of our
method is that we integrate mass-spring system and physically-based solving algorithm
to the scanned point cloud models of plant objects which make the deformation and reuse
of scanned data in a meshless pattern based on physical constraints available. On the
other hand, the main limitation of our method is that the segmentation and deformation
process is lack of support of the semantic information of different part models, which
could enhance reasonable and visible results of deformation in a more natural level. These
problems are our further foci in future works.
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